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Typography
The art of arranging letters and text to make the
content legible, clear, and visually appealing by
choosing font style, appearance, and structure to
elicit desired emotions and convey specific
messages.

Today we’ll cover:
• Why typography is important
• Glossary
• Making intentional choices
• Emotions game
• Logotype & letterforms
Bonus: Fun examples

Typography: Why it’s important
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Stats

95%
of information on the web
is conveyed with
written language

https://careerfoundry.com/en/blog/ui-design/beginners-guide-to-typography/

On average, users only read the

first 2 words
of each line and only

18% of the words on a page

Optimal Line Length
November, 2002
Author: Bob Bailey, Ph.D.

Introduction
What is the optimal line length when reading prose text from a monitor?
Certain aspects of usability have been researched for over 120 years. One active area of investigation has been the in uence of line length on the speed of reading prose text. Weber (1881) made the rst researchbased recommendations when he suggested that an ideal line length was 4 inches (100 millimeters). He stated further that the maximum never should exceed 6 inches (150 mm). The same year Javel (1881)
reported that line lengths should be no longer than 3.6 inches (90 mm). Two years later, Cohn (1883) con rmed that 3.6 inches (90 mm) was the best length, and that 4 inches (102 mm) was the longest admissible
line length.
These recommendations were for book, magazine and newspaper publishers, and assumed the use of 10-point black characters typeset on white paper. There only were about 2,000 typewriters in use in the early
1880s. Almost 50 years later there was another urry of activity on this topic.
One of the best studies was done by Tinker and Paterson in 1929. Using 10-point black type on white paper, they found that line lengths between 3 inches and 3.5 inches (75 to 90 mm) yielded the fastest reading
performance. Paragraphs with line lengths of 7.3 inches (185 mm) were read slowest. The authors proposed that longer line lengths obviously require greater lateral eye movements, which seemed to make it more
likely that users would lose their place within the text.
As computer monitors were used more in these studies, longer line lengths seemed to enable faster reading performance. Duchnicky and Kolers (1983) found that a full screen length of 7.4 inches (187 mm) resulted
in 28% faster reading times over a 1/3 screen length of 2.4 inches (62 mm). In fact, both full screen and 2/3 screen line lengths were read reliably faster than the 1/3 screen length.
Dyson and Kipping (1998) also found that reading rates increased as characters per line increased. In their study using 12-point type, the 4-inch line length produced the slowest reading rate and the 7.3 inch line length
produced the fastest. However, users preferred the 4-inch (102 mm) line lengths. They also reported that even though a single wide column was read reliably faster than three columns, users preferred the 3-column
format.
Youngman and Scharff (1999) used 12-point type and found that with no margins, an 8-inch line length elicited the fastest overall reading speed, when compared with 4 and 6 inch line lengths. Again, users preferred
the 4-inch line length.
Bernard, Fernandez and Hull (2002) had participants read 12-point prose text with line lengths of 9.6 inches (245 mm), 5.7 inches (145 mm) and 3.3 inches (85 mm). They found no reliable differences in the average
reading speed for the differing line lengths. Their adult subjects preferred the two shorter line lengths.
The research also suggests that line lengths (columns) can be too short. Dyson and Kipping (1998) found that a line length of 5.5 inches (140 mm) was read reliably faster than a narrower 1.8 inch (46 mm) line length.
A more recent study by Dyson and Haselgrove (2001) reported that a 4-inch line length resulted in faster reading than the shorter line length of 1.7 inches
What can we conclude when users are reading prose text from monitors? Users tend to read faster if the line lengths are longer (up to 10 inches). If the line lengths are too short (2.5 inches or less) it may impede
rapid reading. Finally, users tend to prefer lines that are moderately long (4 to 5 inches).
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What is the optimal line length when reading prose text from a monitor?
Studies about print line lengths
Certain aspects of usability have been researched for over 120
years. One active area of investigation has been the in uence of
line length on the speed of reading prose text. Weber (1881)
made the rst research-based recommendations when he
suggested that an ideal line length was 4 inches (100
millimeters). He stated further that the maximum never should
exceed 6 inches (150 mm).
The same year Javel (1881) reported that line lengths should be
no longer than 3.6 inches (90 mm). Two years later, Cohn (1883)
con rmed that 3.6 inches (90 mm) was the best length, and that
4 inches (102 mm) was the longest admissible line length.
These recommendations were for book, magazine and
newspaper publishers, and assumed the use of 10-point black
characters typeset on white paper. There only were about 2,000
typewriters in use in the early 1880s. Almost 50 years later there
was another urry of activity on this topic.

ideal for print: line
length = 4 inches
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One of the best studies was done by Tinker and Paterson in
1929. Using 10-point black type on white paper, they found that
line lengths between 3 inches and 3.5 inches (75 to 90 mm)
yielded the fastest reading performance. Paragraphs with line
lengths of 7.3 inches (185 mm) were read slowest. The authors
proposed that longer line lengths obviously require greater lateral
eye movements, which seemed to make it more likely that users
would lose their place within the text.

Computer monitors and reading speed
As computer monitors were used more in these studies, longer
line lengths seemed to enable faster reading performance.
Duchnicky and Kolers (1983) found that a full screen length of
7.4 inches (187 mm) resulted in 28% faster reading times over a
1/3 screen length of 2.4 inches (62 mm). In fact, both full screen
and 2/3 screen line lengths were read reliably faster than the 1/3
screen length.
Dyson and Kipping (1998) also found that reading rates
increased as characters per line increased. In their study using
12-point type, the 4-inch line length produced the slowest
reading rate and the 7.3 inch line length produced the fastest.
However, users preferred the 4-inch (102 mm) line lengths. They
also reported that even though a single wide column was read
reliably faster than three columns, users preferred the 3-column
format.

Computer users prefer
4–5 inch lines
Youngman and Scharff (1999) used 12-point type and found that
with no margins, an 8-inch line length elicited the fastest overall
reading speed, when compared with 4 and 6 inch line lengths.
Again, users preferred the 4-inch line length.
Bernard, Fernandez and Hull (2002) had participants read 12point prose text with line lengths of 9.6 inches (245 mm), 5.7
inches (145 mm) and 3.3 inches (85 mm). They found no reliable
differences in the average reading speed for the differing line
lengths. Their adult subjects preferred the two shorter line
lengths.
The research also suggests that line lengths (columns) can be
too short. Dyson and Kipping (1998) found that a line length of
5.5 inches (140 mm) was read reliably faster than a narrower 1.8
inch (46 mm) line length. A more recent study by Dyson and
Haselgrove (2001) reported that a 4-inch line length resulted in
faster reading than the shorter line length of 1.7 inches
What can we conclude when users are reading prose text from
monitors? Users tend to read faster if the line lengths are longer
(up to 10 inches). If the line lengths are too short (2.5 inches or
less) it may impede rapid reading. Finally, users tend to prefer
lines that are moderately long (4 to 5 inches).

Typography: Glossary
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Typeface
Font
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Flu er
Fluffier

Serifs
SansSerifs
ffi
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Why Serifs?
Serifs speed up letterform recognition in newsprint and other low-quality media,

We are a non-pro t organization it looks a bit empty, try to make everything
bigger. Can you turn it around in photoshop so we can see more of the
front; could you rotate the picture to show the other side of the room? Start on it
today and we will talk about what i want next time. It's great, can you add a beard
though? Try a more powerful color; the target audience is males and families aged
zero and up. Make it pop. Give us a complimentary logo along with the website. It
looks a bit empty; try to make everything bigger. Doing some work for us "pro
bono" will really add to your portfolio. I promise. Can you make it look like this
clipart i found? Make it sexy. Just do what you think. I trust you, but I really like
the color but can you change it? In an ideal world we need more images of groups
of people having non-speci c types of fun. Thanks for taking the time to make the
website, but i already made it in Wix. Yet can you make it stand out more? The
website doesn't have the theme i was going for; please make it look more designed.

We are a non-pro t organization it looks a bit empty, try to make everything
bigger. Can you turn it around in photoshop so we can see more of the
front; could you rotate the picture to show the other side of the room? Start on
it today and we will talk about what i want next time. It's great, can you add a
beard though? Try a more powerful color; the target audience is males and
families aged zero and up. Make it pop. Give us a complimentary logo along
with the website. It looks a bit empty; try to make everything bigger. Doing
some work for us "pro bono" will really add to your portfolio. I promise. Can you
make it look like this clipart i found? Make it sexy. Just do what you think. I trust
you, but I really like the color but can you change it? In an ideal world we need
more images of groups of people having non-speci c types of fun. Thanks for
taking the time to make the website, but i already made it in Wix. Yet can you
make it stand out more? The website doesn't have the theme i was going
for; please make it look more designed.
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especially at small sizes (but there are many other factors at play).

Type Nerd
Bonus
Question

Flu er

ffi
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(AKA line height)
1.0

Jazz it up a little. is there a way we can make the page feel more introductory
without being cheesy other agencies charge much lesser, nor can you make it
pop you are lucky to even be doing this for us i'll pay you in a week we don't need
to pay upfront i hope you understand. Make the font bigger what you've given us
is texty, we want sexy can my website be in english?. I know you've made thirty
iterations but can we go back to the rst one that was the best version make it pop,
that sandwich needs to be more playful, for it needs to be the same, but totally
different can the black be darker.

Leading
1.5

Jazz it up a little. is there a way we can make the page feel more introductory
without being cheesy other agencies charge much lesser, nor can you make it
pop you are lucky to even be doing this for us i'll pay you in a week we don't need
to pay upfront i hope you understand. Make the font bigger what you've given us
is texty, we want sexy can my website be in english?. I know you've made thirty
iterations but can we go back to the rst one that was the best version make it pop,
that sandwich needs to be more playful, for it needs to be the same, but totally
different can the black be darker.
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1st line
indents

Jazz it up a little. Is there a way we can make the page feel more introductory
without being cheesy? Other agencies charge much less. Now can you make it
pop?
You are lucky to even be doing this for us. I'll pay you in a week; we don't need
to pay upfront. I hope you understand.
Make the font bigger. What you've given us is texty, we want sexy.
Can my website be in English? I know you've made thirty iterations, but can
we go back to the rst one? That was the best version. Make it pop!
That sandwich needs to be more playful, for it needs to be the same, but
totally different. Can the black be darker?

Paragraphs
Jazz it up a little. Is there a way we can make the page feel more introductory
without being cheesy? Other agencies charge much less. Now can you make it
pop?

20 pt
after

You are lucky to even be doing this for us. I'll pay you in a week; we don't need to
pay upfront. I hope you understand.
Make the font bigger. What you've given us is texty, we want sexy.
Can my website be in English? I know you've made thirty iterations, but can we go
back to the rst one? That was the best version. Make it pop!
That sandwich needs to be more playful, for it needs to be the same, but totally
different. Can the black be darker?

fi

fi
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R
E
AN

E
L
C

HARDER

ALL CAPS

TO READ

SMALL CAPS

JAZZ IT UP A LITTLE

JAZZ IT UP

Title Case

Sentence Case

Jazz It up a Little

Jazz it up a little

A

LITTLE

Capitalization
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Other
Styles

Slab Serif
Script
Display
Monospaced
17
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Jazz it up a little. is there a way we can make the page feel more introductory
without being cheesy other agencies charge much lesser, nor can you make it
pop you are lucky to even be doing this for us i'll pay you in a week we don't need
to pay upfront i hope you understand. Make the font bigger what you've given us
is texty, we want sexy can my website be in english?. I know you've made thirty
iterations but can we go back to the rst one that was the best version make it pop,
that sandwich needs to be more playful, for it needs to be the same, but totally
different can the black be darker.

24

36

Jazz it up a little

48

Jazz it up a little

72

Jazz it up a little

96

Jazz it up

Point Size

Jazz it up a little. is there a way we can make the page
feel more introductory without being cheesy other
agencies charge much lesser, nor can you make it
pop you are lucky to even be doing this for us i'll pay
you in a week we don't need to pay upfront i hope you
understand. Make the font bigger what you've given us
is texty, we want sexy can my website be in english?. I
know you've made thirty iterations but can we go back
to the rst one that was the best version make it pop,
that sandwich needs to be more playful, for it needs to
be the same, but totally different can the black be
darker.
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Letterspacing

Character
Spacing

0%

Jazz it up a little

-5%

Jazz it up a little

10%

Jazz it up a little

-25

50%

J A Z Z

I T

U P

JAZZ

Kerning

Totally AWAY
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Make Great Typography Choices
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Headings & Body Text: Web

Rules of Thumb: Body Text
Type Size

16 or more

Type Weight

Medium weight, not super light — ensure good contrast

Type Posture

Italics use for emphasis (harder to read)

Line Length

50–65 characters per line

Letterspacing

Leave at the default setting

Wordspacing

Leaving at the default setting

Linespacing

1.2 – 1.5 percent of point size

Paragraph spacing

.75 – 1 or more of linespacing between paragraphs & list items

Justification

Flush left, ragged right

Capitalization

Use Small Caps for Acronyms, emphasis

Font

Don’t try to establish personality with a body font

Color

Extremely high contrast — light background dark type
Choose function > form

Rules of Thumb: Headlines
Type Size

The more text, the less heading sizes should vary
The larger the heading, more latitude for other choices

Type Weight

Lighter weights, go larger

Type Posture

Italics only for emphasis

Line Length

50–65 characters per line

Letterspacing

Leave at the default setting

Wordspacing

Leaving at the default setting

Linespacing

Equal to point size

Justification

Flush left, ragged right or centered

Capitalization

All Caps can look cleaner — increase letterspacing

Font

Harmonize with brand personality (not the logo font)
Serif or sans, more latitude on color

Weigh in

Share your own tips!

Design Game:
Show some emotion
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Which one’s Reliable
Helvetica Neue

Lato

Hobo Std

Times New Roman

Rockwell

Arial Black

Impact

Adobe Caslon Pro

Lithos Pro

Franklin Gothic Demi
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Which one’s Powerful
Helvetica Neue

Lato

Hobo Std
Rockwell

Times New Roman

Impact

Arial Black
Adobe Caslon Pro

Lithos Pro

Franklin Gothic Demi
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Which one’s Modern
Helvetica Neue

Lato

Hobo Std
Rockwell

Times New Roman

Impact

Arial Black
Adobe Caslon Pro

Lithos Pro

Franklin Gothic Demi
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Which one’s Welcoming
Helvetica Neue

Lato

Hobo Std

Times New Roman

Rockwell

Arial Black

Impact

Adobe Caslon Pro

Lithos Pro

Franklin Gothic Demi
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Military Hardware
Cute Baby Clothes

Font

Futuristic coding

Springtime Gala

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SPECIALIST
Generous Charity Hearts
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When might you use these fonts?
Georgia
Marker Felt
American Typewriter
Impact
Papyrus
31

Weigh in

Share your own tips!

Nerd bonus

Special Characters

Not a remarkable house by any means—it was about thirty years old,

Hyphen: In hyphenated words and at end-of-line breaks in words

squattish, squarish, made of brick, and had four windows set in the

En Dash: (Option+Hyphen) Between numbers or related words

front of a size and proportion which more or less exactly failed to

being made into a compound word that’s not really a word.

please the eye.
He lived there from 2010–2018.

Em Dash: (Cmd+Shift+Hyphen) Signals a longer pause. Space
around them, or don’t — air around them is nice and relaxed.
Quote Marks: Curl toward the quoted material

“Come off it, Mr. Dent,” he said, “you can’t win, you know. You can’t

Ellipsis: (Option+semicolon) actually wider apart than three

lie in front of the bulldozer indefinitely.” He tried to make his eyes

periods, and it’ll wrap together as a word if you use the special

blaze fiercely … but they just wouldn’t do it.

character.

Arthur lay in the mud and squelched at him.
“I’m game,” he said, “we’ll see who rusts first.”

Logotype & Letterforms
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Logotype Examples

Tip: Don’t dilute your brand by using your logotype font in copy

Letterforms used in Logotype

Letterforms Examples

Good Type Gone Wrong

https://www.boredpanda.com/funny-letter-spacing-fails/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic

Typography Hall of Shame

https://www.boredpanda.com/funny-letter-spacing-fails/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic

Typography Hall of Shame

Typography Hall of Shame

https://www.boredpanda.com/funny-letter-spacing-fails/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic

Typography Hall of Shame

https://www.boredpanda.com/funny-letter-spacing-fails/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic

NSFW Bonus

https://www.humanfactors.com/newsletters/optimal_line_length.asp

Thank you!
Connect and follow
Susan@FirecatStudio.com
(210) 872-0445
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Q&A
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